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1.

INTRODUCTION. Many researchers have done a lot of contribution

concerning the heat-exchange equipment applied to the dispersed materials. The first
part of this work deals with the review of different inventions and technical
publications. This allows us to create the most reasonable prospective model of
fluidized bed cooler involving some important results of the previous investigations.
In many industrial processes, there is a need of bringing granular solids into the
contact with cooling medium. One way to do it is to apply a fluid bed. In this process,
an upward directed gas stream causes a bed of granular solids to be fluidized. Fluid
beds offer advantages in performing processes such as heating, drying, roasting, or
cooling. The special characteristics of this process are: modular design; continuous
process; narrow resident time spectrum thanks to positive conveying of material;
optimal temperature distribution; material is surrounded with process gas on all sides;
large heat exchange area; favorable specific energy requirement; to meet increased
environmental protection standards; generously sized doors allow free access; doors
at the inlet and outlet ends are thermally insulated; air-recycling system.
The mode of operation with positive conveying action is the good
technological solution. The material is directed through the rectangular inlet into the
process zone. The cooling air is fed through the individual pipe across the entire
process area thanks to a special screen bottom. The cooling air flow fluidizes the
material. A special conveying chain with flights forming a chamber system conveys
the material within a closely controlled resident time through the process zone to the
outlet. This positive conveying action at a continuously variable speed allows
accurate control of the resident time [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9].

The advanced ability of the fluid-bed heat exchanger is based on the specific
characteristics of the granulated material to be processed. In many applications, these
are known only to a limited extent. A comprehensive material test giving
consideration to physical and chemical aspects is therefore necessary. The chemical
laboratory conducts such tests and verifies the results [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9].
Heat-exchange equipment with fluidized bed devices is known to play a very
important role in fertilizers industry. Two processes are used to produce phosphate
fertilizers: run-of-pile and granular. The granular process uses lower-strength
phosphoric acid (40%, compared to 50% for run-of-pile). The reaction mixture, a
slurry, is sprayed onto recycled fertilizer fines in a granulator. Granules grow and are
then discharged to the screens, crushers, cooler and are sent to storage. Thus, the
multistage fluidized bed can be used for granular solids cooling. But the solid
particles do not reach the thermal equilibrium due to relatively short residence time in
cooler. So, first of all a rational perforated plate construction and optimal regime is
needed to establish. Second, we have to propose some method for energy saving.
2.

TECHNOLOGICAL PARAMETERS ANALYSIS. The improvement

of the heat-exchange efficiency of cooling equipment can be regarded as one of the
most significant tasks of this investigation. One of the ways to solve this problem is
the design and practical application of new high-performance fluidized bed coolers
that is based on effective interactions between granules and air stream.

The

fluidized-bed devices with perforated plates are mainly used for intensive treatment
of granulated materials as well as classification under required dispersion factors.
Their efficiency was proved on the basis of the results of modern technology analysis
and experimental investigation with new approach. In the proposed apparatus a
fluidized bed has an perforated plate which is inclined to the horizontal so that
excessively sized or dense particles migrate to a collection point from which they
may be removed, such as by a gate in the side of the bed [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9].
The course and behavior of particles that formed a dense and stable fluidized
bed are discussed. Both the experimental and simulation results of this study show
that the process of forming a suspension bed can be categorized into an induced

stage, a growing stage, and a stable stage. The velocity of air through the orifice
directly controls the formation of the bed while the solid flow rate over a
considerable range maintains a balanced hold-up in the suspension bed system
without downcomers. The existence of a multiplicity of steady states corresponding
to different gas flow rates, for the same feed rate and perforated plate type and slope,
was observed. Results show that the design of the plate, the particle feed rate and the
gas velocity distribution through the holes affect the stability of the fluidized bed.
The simulated results agree qualitatively well with experimental observations.
Tab.1- Temperature of the phosphate granules under different resident time t
t, sec
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The research of the combined cooling-classification systems and the
development of column apparatus with the perforated inclined plates represented by
new coolers is the urgent matter of R&D on this scope. But there are several
shortcomings of the granulation process typical design. With the theoretical models
developed and tested in this work the different aerodynamic parameters and technical

economic factors can be taken into account. Even in the case of single-phase
turbulent flows, which have been extensively studied over the last century, the theory
has remained at the level of semi-empirical generalizations. The same can be said of
two-phase flows, which are physically more complex. Hence the importance of any
regularities or laws discovered by experimentation for the future development of a
theory of fluidized bed appearance and particles classification is indisputable. The
first part of the investigation deals with the problem of supporting granules into
fluidized bed by the minimum air rate. When there is an excess flow of air, it is
reasonable to take into consideration its usage and regime optimization. One of the
most workable decisions is to use the special devices (perforated plates) to support
fluidized bed and increase the average resident time. Technological characteristics of
particles temperature under different resident time and air flow velocity are given
below (Table 1). We can see with increasing resident time that a temperature tend to
decline but the air velocity contribution is also noticeable. Unfortunately, on the basis
of these experimental results the type of fluidized bed cooler cannot be clearly
defined. Moreover, demanded regime parameters according heat-exchange theory do
not describe satisfactory the constructive features for the saving energy solution. A
possible way of approaching suitable aerodynamic factors is the application of the
combined technical economic criterion [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9].
On the other illustration, experimental series of kinetic curves was presented to
indicate the detailed factors of aerodynamic regime influence on the heat-exchange
efficiency. Figure 1 shows the jumping growth of heat-transfer Nusselt number for
bed fluidized regime.

Fig.1 - Influence of the aerodynamic regime on the heat-exchange efficiency

А - correlation for motionless granules with different porosity; Б - correlation for
fluidized bed system; В - jumping growth of heat-transfer Nusselt number for bed
fluidized regime. 1- glass granules 0,132 mm; 2- 0,444 mm; 3- 1,1 mm; 4 –
aluminium granules 0,09 мм. There seemed to be no significant difference between
the Nusselt number growth for type of granulated materials, but the bed fluidized
regime appearance is extremely important factor.
3.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION. When an air stream is passed through a

permeable support (perforated plate) on which the free flowing material rests, the bed
starts to expand when a certain velocity is reached. The superficial velocity of the air
at the onset of fluidization is the minimum fluidization velocity. With a further
increase in air velocity, bed reaches a stage where the pressure-drop across fluid bed
drops rapidly and the product is carried away by the air [3], [4], [5]. The velocity at
this stage is known as terminal velocity and an important parameter in fluidization
operations. The operational velocity must remain between these two velocities. All
fluidization regime experiments were conducted in a bath type flexi-glass fluidizing
column 50×100 mm section and 750mm height (figure 2) .The cooling air was taken
from a ventilator system and directed to the fluidizing column by flexible ducts. Air
entered the material bed through a perforated plate with circular holes of 1 mm
diameter (18 holes/cm2). Wall effects, slugging and channeling behaviour can be of
concern in small- scale experiments. They have been given sufficient consideration
during planning of experimentation. In this study initial ratio of bed diameter to
effective particle diameter was 18. It was mentioned that if this ratio is greater than
16 there is no effect from the walls. Therefore, wall effect was considered
insignificant in the working range. Real process exhibits a wide range of random
factors, the most important of which are turbulent eddies of different scales, nonuniformity of the concentration fields and agglomeration of particles within the flow.
These phenomena are easily observed with high-speed cinematography or
photography under stroboscopic lighting. Airflow entering the fluidization column
was varied by means of varying the incoming rate with the manual valves in the

system. Differential pressure of incoming air was read from a digital manometer
connected to a flow sensor of the Pitot tube through transparent vinyl tubes.
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Fig. 2 - Schematic of the fluidization column
Flow rates entering the fluidizing column were calculated and average air
velocity of air passing through the material was determined. Resolution of air
velocity measurement was 0.05m/s, minimum fluidization velocity was 1.2 m/s,
terminal velocity was 3.8 m/s. Pressure drop across the bed was measured by a Utube manometer connected to the fluidizing column below the air perforated plate,
and above the bed of samples. Bed height was measured from a scale attached to the
column. The change of bed pressure drop was measured while increasing the velocity
through the bed for each height. In order to determine the optimum bed height for
improved fluidization bed heights of 100, 80, 60 and 40 mm were used.
Measurements of pressure drop for each bed height took less than 3 min. Our
experiments have been conducted in a variety of instruments differing in porosity and
air flow velocity. These curves present to be quite different depending on whether we
were looking at the turbulent zone of two-phase mono-dispersion flows or the zone of
non-regular fluidized bed regimes.The experimental flexi-glass fluidizing column
was completed by special vertical cooling device of 50×100 mm section with the
perforated plates (fig.3). Hot granular product of 90-120ºС was fed into dosing
section gateway at the top of column. The dispersion granules moved through the
column from the upper perforated plates to low one [9].
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Fig. 3 - Experimental cooling column with perforated plates
The fine fraction of product transported by raising air flow was captured with the
cyclone and stored in the receiver box. During the experiment all representative
samples were removed from the box for dispersion analysis. The existence of a
multiplicity of steady states corresponding to different air flow rates, for the same
feed rate and perforated plate type and slope, was observed. Results show that the
design of the plate, the particle feed rate and the air velocity distribution through the
holes affect the stability of the fluidized bed. The simulated results agree qualitatively
well with experimental observations. In figure 4, which shows the porosity at the
different air velocity we can observe a general trend to expand the fluidized bed from
initial porosity of motionless product ε0 = 0,45 to maximum. At the first stage, the
porosity was stable until the air flow velocity did not exceed the minimum fluidized
velocity. It can be seen that the character of fluidized bed expansion depends on the
product species and granularity.
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Fig. 4 - Influence of air velocity on porosity

4.

MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR ENERGY RATE OPTIMIZATION
The fluidized bed volume on the perforated plates is expressed: V = LBH , (1)

where L , B, H – accordingly length, width and height of fluidized bed.
Average resident time of granules in fluidized bed can be represented by:
t=

ρ LBH (1 − ε )
G

, (2) where G – product rate, t/h, ρ – granule density, ε – porosity.

Economic function of intensification expenses may be proposed with a twocomponent expression: F = (aV + b) / θ (3) where a - energy resource (air) cost; V - air
consumption for fluidization; b - production component without air cost; θ - process
productivity. θ ≈ (P) 0, 25 (4). Air flow specific power is defined as:

P= V ∆p

(5)

where V – rate, Δp – aerodynamic resistance of fluidized bed or P = wLBεΔp .

(6)

After the assessment the target economic function results in:
=
F aV 0,75 + bV −0,25 ,

(7) which can be transformed
to: dF
=
dV

0, 75aV −0,25 − 0, 25bV −1,25

.

(8)

The usual optimization procedure under condition dF/dV=0 or dF/dw = 0
gives the relation: Vopt =

b
3a

, (9) or more detalized: wopt =

b
.
3aLBε

(10)

This result [4] clearly demonstrates that increasing air velocity or/and its
production cost for fluidized bed process intensification as well as porosity becomes
too expensive as some economic limit has been reached. Consequently, it will be
reasonable to apply the combined construction with perforated supporting plates for
improving economic technological parameters according to condition

b
w ≤
0 3aLBε

.

CONCLUSIONS. Pressing environmental and energy problems have driven
the fertilizer industry from expansion strategy to the ecological motivated high
technology. In many of treatment processes, there is a need of bringing granular
solids into contact with cooling air. One way to do it is to apply a fluid bed which
offers advantages in heating, drying, roasting, or cooling. The solid particles do not
reach the thermal equilibrium due to relatively short residence time in cooler. The
investigation was devoted to the problem of supporting granules in fluidized bed by
the minimum air rate. One of the most workable decisions is to use the special

devices (perforated plates) to support fluidized bed and increase the average resident
time. There is a multiplicity of steady states corresponding to different air flow rates
for the same feed rate and perforated plate type and slope. The results show that the
design of the plate, the particle feed rate and the air velocity distribution through the
holes affect the stability of the fluidized bed. The simulated results agree qualitatively
well with experimental observations. The necessary regime parameters according to
heat-exchange theory do not describe in a satisfactory way the constructive features
for the saving energy solution. The investigations clearly demonstrate that increasing
air velocity or/and its production cost for fluidized bed process intensification as well
as porosity becomes too expansive as some economic limit has been reached.
Consequently, it will be reasonable to apply the combined construction with
perforated supporting plates for improving economic technological parameters
according to the definite conditions. The considerations concerning the realization of
simple, inexpensive, but nevertheless effective equipment with combined fluidized
bed and perforated plates system is the perspective research and a developed way.
This work was carried out under the project «Improving the efficiency of
granulators and dryers with active hydrodynamic regimes for obtaining, modification
and encapsulation of fertilizers», state registration No. 0116U006812.
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